
 

 

 

Thank You for downloading The YouTube Cash Formula. In 

this e-book I will explore 2 Easy Ways that most of the guys are 

using to Make Money Online these days. 

 

Without further bla…bla.. bla., I would like to jump straight to 

the point. 

My Suggestion:  

Focus, Keep optimizing and you will see positive results soon. If 

you quit within few minutes of reading it, you will be wasting 

your time… Because they are already tested before presenting in 

this e-book. 



Tools You Need: 

1. CPA Network Account: Get Your Account on OGads 

following this link: 

https://members.ogads.com/signup.php  

2. Google Trend: 

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US 

3. VidiQ Extension: 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/vidiq-vision-

for-youtube/pachckjkecffpdphbpmfolblodfkgbhl?hl=en 

4. Gmail Accounts (Mainly with YouTube) 

5. A Twitter Account (To tweet for shortened url) 

6. A Web Hosting & Domain (To host your website) 

7. A Video Editor 

8. YT Video Downloader (https://en.savefrom.net/) 

9. Httrack Website Copier: Download here >>> 

http://www.httrack.com/page/2/en/index.html  

 

Alright the method we are about to learn consists of Blackhat 

Technique. A Blackhat technique is a method that doesn’t last 

long. Simply understand it this way. You can make Fast AND 

Easy money using Blackhat Technique which is for sure. 

 

First of all let’s go with the Niche on which we will 

be creating our website. After that we will jump 

over to the Methods. 
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Niches 

Niches are simple the topics which people search often and we 

create a website based on. For now we will be focusing on 

Gaming Niche. You might play a lot of mobile games in your 

android and ios mobile phone. If you do you might notice the in-

app purchase those game have. 

 

For now I will take Clash of Clans game as an example. You can 

find other niches yourself by heading to Google Playstore and 

following the steps mentioned below to find out your Golden 

Niche. 

 

We need to buy Gems for making our gameplay easy in Clash of 

Clans, isn’t it ? 

 

Do you know, it’s not possible to get Free Gems. But people are 

searching for trick that can generate them Free Gems so they don’t 

need to pay for it. 

 

Now we will use Google Trends to know the demand of Clash 

of Clans Hack. Let’s have a look:  

 



 

 

Anything above 25 we can take them as a niche, that can convert 

good. So, our niche is ready for now. Also it is always wise to 

go with United States Trends for good income opportunity. 

 

What next? 

 

We will now find a Clash of Clans Hack video in YouTube. Go 

To YouTube.com and search for it “Clash of Clans Hack” 

 



 

 

Hell Yeh!  

You can find a lot of these Clash of Clans Hack videos available 

uploaded by other users.   

 

► Now download any one of the video that demonstrates 

hacking Clash of Clans using a website generator. 

 

► It’s time to get your domain now, register a easy domain 

name on your favorite domain registrar. Also get your hosting 

ready. 



It’s wise to find a DMCA ignorant hosting to host Blackhat 

niche websites, normal hosting may suspend your hosting 

account if official game company contact them for copyright 

infringement. 

 

► It’s time to use the Httrack Website Copier to download a 

copy of website mentioned from the Fake Hack Video that you 

just downloaded. You can learn it from video available in 

YouTube. 

► Upload whole folder to your hosting. Go to your Ogads.com 

account and get your Content locker. Edit the Title Description 

just like the site you copied from. 

To check it, use a VPN in your mobile phone. Browse the site 

(the site that you copied) and check how is it showing to the 

user. 

 

 



► Set the Offer Type Sort to: CPI prioritized, then CPA, then 

PIN 

 

► Save it and get your Standard link as shown in the image: 

 

 



► Find and Replace the old link in the index.html file you 

uploaded in your server with this link. Use CTRL+F and type 

cl.php? to find the url. 

 

 

 

 

Good Job. Your website is now ready to Rock. Now we need to 

drive visitors to this website. 

 

 



Method 1: Uploading YouTube Videos 

 

It’s time to use VidiQ Chrome extension. Spy the Title, 

Description & Tags of the videos that are ranking on YouTube 

results. Copy the best out of it, optimize it and make sure you have 

your main keyword ‘Clash of Clans Hack’ in your Title, 

Description and Tags. 

 

Before uploading make sure your file name contains your main 

keyword: ‘clash of clans hack’ in our case. 

 

Now upload this video (not same video, render it again so 

YouTube thinks it a new version) and upload from as much 

Channels you can (created with unique gmails). You can find 

sellers who are selling aged or old gmail accounts or YouTube 

accounts to use for your video.  

 

If you are interested in video making and you somewhat know 

how to trick the coin generator in your video, you can make your 

own video. Keep in mind fresh videos rank better in YouTube. 

 

You Upload More Video = More Exposure = More $$$ 

 

 



Method 2: YouTube Comments 

 

We already have a niche and a website based on that niche with 

ogads link added. 

 

So what’s the catch with Method 2? 

 

Let me show you something. 

 

 

 

 

So you can see, these guys are promoting their website via 

YouTube comments.  

Find the video that have must views on YouTube related to your 

niche. Also you can filter videos that are uploaded recently and 

getting ranked on your niche.  



 

Get help with YouTube Filter 

 

 

Now, post a normal comment. Get more likes to your comment 

(either get help with Like exchange sites or get help with your 

friends). After some time edit the comment with your link (It’s 

always a better idea if you tweet your link and use the shortened 

url from Twitter in YouTube comment, eg: t.co/url) 

 

YouTube will show your comment on top depending on the 

number of likes it will get. 

 

Don’t stay in one niche, research and find 

new niches to get more profit. 



Really this Works? 
 

 

My answer: Take a popular Niche & Search in YouTube. Now  

filter with Upload Date (Last Hour, Today or This Week). 

 

  

Do you find plenty of hack videos on search results with good 

amount of views daily (daily views can be shown using VidiQ 

Extension)? 

 

 

Then, yes it still Works.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Earnings Screenshot for Motivation 

 

 

 

 

 

To your success 

Aashish Bista 

https://www.aashishbista.com  

 

No parts of this ebook can be reproduced.  

Copyrights 2019, https://www.aashishbista.com  
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